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INTRODUCTION 
Due to the presence of carbonation and the influence of foam characteristics on sparkling wine quality, several techniques 
have been developed to assist the evaluation of foam dynamics. Studies have shown the need for standardised pouring 
procedures due to the influence of several mechanical and environmental factors affecting foam dynamics, such as glass 
shape and size, and the temperature of the wine. Nevertheless, the techniques available are mainly based on degassing 
and further sparging of wine samples, and base mostly on the assessment of foam stability and foam formation 
(foamability). This study aimed to assess the influence of volume of wine poured on foam characteristics, principally, on 
foamability and foam stability, by randomly pouring different volumes of wines, while maintaining the velocity of pouring. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The experiment was carried out using a robotic pourer 
FIZZeyeRobot® (Fig. 1) to obtain videos of the pourings and to control 
the volume and flow of wine poured. The poured was set to pour 
wines at a velocity of 25mL/second and to randomly dispense 
volumes of wines in the rage of 45-85 mL. Sixty wine bottles were 
poured in triplicates and videos of the pouring were recorded using a 
Iphone 5s. The videos were transferred to a personal computer and, 
subsequently, the corresponding frames were automatically analysed 
by using a customised code developed in MatlabR2015b. Several 
parameters representative to foam characteristics were extracted from 
videos, such as: percentage of wine in the foam (Wf); foam expansion 
(E); average foam lifetime (Lf); collar velocity (Cv); collar initial height 
(hc); collar height (h); volume of wine poured (Vw); foam volume (Vf); 
foam velocity (Fv); collar time (tc); drainability (Dr). Furthermore, 
statistical analyses were performed using SAS 9.3 (Cary, NC, USA) 
and multivariate data analysis using principal component analysis 
through a customised code written in MatlabR2015b.	  

 	  

Fig. 3. Significant correlation coefficients Pearson 
correlation test (p-value<0.05), colour scale represent 
strength of correlations, blank areas represents non-
significant statistic correlation.   
 

CONCLUSIONS 
This preliminary study has showed the inherent variability 
associated with the volume of wine poured, which affects the 
characterisation of foam of sparkling wines, principally, the 
volume of foam formed. These results highlights the 
importance of objective techniques which ensure 
reproducible volumes of wine are accurately poured. 
Therefore, automated pouring and  analysis of foam 
dynamics gives uniform and consistent results that allowed 
quality assessment of sparkling wines.  
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Figure 4. Relationship between volume of wine poured 
(Vf) versus volume of foam formed (Vf). 

Figure 2. 3D-score loading plot for principal component 1 (PC1), 
principal component 2 (PC2) and principal component 3 (PC3); 
PC1 + PC2 + PC3= 69.50%. Wf , percentage of wine in the foam; E, 
foam expansion; h, collar height; hc, collar initial height; Cv, collar 
velocity; Lf, average foam lifetime; Vw, volume of wine poured; Vf, foam 
volume; Fv, foam velocity; tc, collar time; Dr, drainability. 

RESULTS 
Results showed a significant influence of the volume poured on foam 
dynamics. The score loading plot for three principal components (Fig. 
2) indicated a positive relationship between Vw and Vf. This 
relationship was further investigated by a correlation analysis, as 
showed in Fig.3, which revealed a significant correlation coefficient of 
0.69. Furthermore, a linear regression was performed to estimate the 
volume of foam formed based on the volume of wine poured. The 
regression analysis resulted in: Vw (p < 0.0001), intercept (p=0.21, ns), 
and R2 = 0.47 (p < 0.0001) (Fig. 4). 	  

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the robotic pourer 
FIZZeyeRobot. 
 

The results showed that Vw had weak influence on Lf (Fig. 2), 
while the assessment of the influence of on other foam 
parameters were not found to be significant. These results 
showed the need of uniform volume poured in order to assess 
foam parameters, principally, foamability of sparkling wines for 
accurate assessment of quality among samples and to 
uncover compounds promoting foamability. Therefore, the use 
of the robotic pourer coupled with computer vision techniques 
could be a useful tool to assist winemakers and wine 
appreciators to assess sparkling wines, specifically on 
foamibility quality traits. The objective method proposed by 
using the FizzeyeRobot® may also support sparkling wine 
producers to maintain or improve sparkling wine quality.	  


